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Verbal Inspiration - a Stumbling-Block to the Jews
and Foolishness to the Greeks
(Contim.cecl)

The modems are bound to make the "sure Word" of Scripture (2 Pet. 1: 19) unreliable. They have been telling the anxious
Christian that the "mechanical, verbal theory" of inspiration is all
wrong; that according to their dynamical canon the won.la in
which the saving truth is revealed are purely human; that nobody
knows whether the words of John 3:16 correctly express the divine
thought. But they are not yet through with the dismayed Christian. Lest he still be disposed to base his t.r ust on John 3:16 and
similar passages of Holy Writ, they now tell him: Forget all about
John 3: 16; that is an individual statement and individual statements no longer count; it is foolishness to base doctrine and faith
on particular passages.
That is the fifth objection of the modems against Verbal
Inspiration. They express their abhorrence of it in the word
"atomistic." The Luth. Church Qua7't., 1937, p.195, declares: "It is,
of course, no secret that Verbal Inspiration is not taught in some
of the seminaries of the United Lutheran Church.••. The purpose
[of Professor Kretzmann's The Foundationa Muat Stand] of course
is to prove that every word of the Scriptures was inspired directly
and immediately. But. by thus indiscriminately compiling all passages containing any reference to the word or the words of God
and using them as proof texts for Verbal Inspiration, the real Lutheran meaning of the expression Word of God is obscured. What
results la a legallatlc and an atomistic conception of the Scriptures
u the Word of God, far more congenial to Calvinism than to Lutheranism." The Luth. Church Quan., 1939, p. 153, censures "the
dogmatists and literalists" and commends those who ''broke with
the old atomistic method of proof texts." H. E. Fosdick: "Atha-
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naaius is typical of the general method of ancient lnterpretatlaa.
'All parts of the Bible were equally good, in h1s judgment, u
sources of proof texts.'. • • The new approach to the Bible 8iftl
us a comprehensive, inclusive view of the Scriptures and enab1ea
us to see them not piecemeal but as a whole. • . . It once more
integrates the Scriptures, saves us from our piecemeal treatment
of them, and restores to us the whole book seen in a unified
development." (The Modem Use of the Bible, pp.10, 27.) Atomistic - another one of these great swell1ng words which are designed to overawe the simple. It is the mark of scientific wisdom
to take a comprehensive view of things, is it not? You would
not want to study a writing in a piecemeal atomistic fashion,
would you? :!T:t>
Let us see, first, what exactly the modems mean when they
rail against the "atomistic method of proof texts" and, secondly,
what this attitude towards the Bible involves.
Dr. J. Bodensieck: "May I mention another misuse of the
Bible which the Church has often ignored and even condoned!
I have in mind the indiscriminate use of Bible texts as proofs in
the Catechism, or even in the science of dogmatics. Sometimes
only a very superficial study of the text in its original setting in
the Bible would have been sufficient to indicate that it was out
of place in the Catechism or in the dogmatical discussion, where
it was adduced as proof from Scripture. This use of the Bible
has recently been branded as 'atomistic.' The Church should avoid
every semblance of such abuse. • • . The 'atomistic' practice gives
a distorted picture of the Bible and helps to destroy the proper
understanding and appreciation of the Bible." (The Modem Un
of the Bible, in The Aug,bu,v Sund.av School Teacher, July, 1938,
p. 388 ff.) 2Tt> Insisting that inspiration is not a piecemeal affair,

273) The following phrases will show the meaning of our term:
"atomisUc and fragmentary"; "life is not ntomiatlc, it is c:orporate.•
The Luth. Church. Quan., 1939, p.153, says that the old atomistic method
of proof texts ls out of harmony with "the OT'flllllic character of the
Scriptures." H.F. Rall has the phrase "orgnnlclstic or corporate u
against atomistic or individualistic." (A Fcitth for Tod1111, p. 127.) 'ffie
cllstinctlon between atomistic and corporate is, of courae, 1oocl and
necessary. Whether the modems make the right use of this dlstlnctlan
in the matter before us remains to be seen.
274) The following excerpts from the article will show the writer's
position with regard to Verbal Inspiration. "We may indeed 8nd It
very dlflicult to free ourselves from this misuse of the Bible u long
u we cling to a very mechanical concepUon of Inspiration. If the
Bible, u we have it, is the dictation of the Holy Spirit down to tbe
last letter, we will have to deny the existence In the Bible of various
levels of religious understnndhur and spiritual _depth. • • . Too often
the Bible is reduced to the level of a well-stocked anenal from which
authoritaUve proof texts may be drawn almost at random. Imtead af
enllghtenlns the mind and providing it with some understanding of tbe
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tbe Bible being Jmplred "as a whole," not In its statements on

•detalla," J. II. Gibson has thla to say to the "proof-wcters":
•A 'text' from one book wu exactly the ame as a 'text' &om
another. It could be cut out from its context and set alongside
of • number of others cut out in the same way, to be used as
'proofs' of some controverted doctrine. For all the use men's
names were, they might have been blotted out and the word 'God'
put in instead. • • • The erroneous lmprealon conveyed by the
words ls due to the old practice, so fruitful In error, of treating
tbe BJble as a mere collection of texta, anyone of which may be
taken by itself and treated as if it stood alone." (The Inapinitiofl.
1111d Authoritt, of Holv ScriptuTe, pp. 74, 121, 222, 234.) V. Ferm,
reading the requiem on Verbal Inspiration: "A literally infallible
Bible, an assumption implied throughout the Lutheran symbols,
verbally inspired, ls a view that has passed by the board for good,"
declares: "Passages may no longer be wrested from their context
and lnd1scriminately ascribed to 'the word of the Lord.' " (What
l• Lutheniniam? pp. 281 f.); and H. Wheeler Robinson makes the
IIIDle indictment: ''The Protestant appeal to the Scriptures as a
text-book of doctrine did frequent violence to exegesis, and much
of it reads strangely enough to us today.'' (The ChT. Ezperience
of the Holv Spirit, p.173.) The moderns take pleasure in reciting
cues of such strange exegesis. Georgia Harkness: "As for the
Bible, moat people, at least most people sufficiently Informed to
be ministers of the Gospel, recognize the dangers inherent in the
proof-text method. It is a truism that one can prove anything
one likes from the Bible. In the last Presidential election, there
was plastered in every New York subway train as a party slogan
the aflirmation, 'Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make
you free.'" (The Ft.iith 'bv Whick the Chun:h
Livea,
p. 56.) 0. L.
Joseph: ''Is not the practice of quoting texts at random, without
regard to their context, largely responsible for many vagaries of
the religlous Imagination, such as Christian Science, Theosophy,
Spiritualism? It is worth recalllng that the dogma of total deBible, thla practice actually obscures lt by maklng it appear that every
portJon of the Book ls authoritative doctrine - perhaps an extremist
exegesla of 2 Tim. 3: 16f. contributed to th1s error. The Bible ls no collection of doctrinal statements, but a book of life. • • • Those who
followed them" [the Protestant fathers] "codlfled and syatematmd their
thought. and m so dotq, introduced the deplorable confusion of
contnta and
and ascribed to each the ame cilvlne authority. But
if the ame unfalllng authority ls uc:ribed to all the 'human' elements
ln the Bible
p.1 ?ttegories of thou,ght, the picture of the universe, even
the fundamental 1e1eu
of ethlca1 living) a■ to the unquestionably divine
truths, then conflicts are inevitable and doubta must arise. • • • '1'hl■,
ln my judgment, is the one valuable contribution in Fosdick'• book
2'11• Jllodem Unh1I
of distinction
the Bible, 11iz••
between the Bible'•
central meaap■ and their temporary expreaiODL"

form
<•·
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pravity taught by St. Augustine was based upon five proof tau.
three of which were mistranalatlcms." (Rmglng Rec&Iida, p. 218.)
We read in the Watch.mcn.-E.mminff of Dec. 28, l.Ml: "Communicants of the Apostolic Faith Church of Pittaburp who

were

also members of the United Mine Workers were hard put to It,
with their literalistic dependence upon the exact words of the

English Bible, to determine their duty under the captive mlna
strike order. Surely enough, the strike was called by their 'hlgberup' bosses, and they must be 'subject to the higher powers' (Rom.
13:1) •••• In like manner, the proof-text method of lnterpretlna
the Bible has caused great numbers of earnest, sincere people to
do all sorts of absurd things." And Prof. J.C. W. Volek (Dorpat)
went to the trouble of illustrating the absurdity of the atomlltic
proof-text method by quoting one half of Ps. 14: 1: "There ii no
God." (See P-roc. Syn. Conf., 1886, p. 24.) -And that, say the moderns, is what we mean when we denounce the atomistic proof-text
method: it is not permissible to quote texts at random and tear
them out of their context.
There is something wrong here. There is nothing wrong about
denouncing the indiscriminate use of proof texts. But a wrong ii
committed when this denunciation is coupled with the denunciation
of Verbal Inspiration. The modems have the habit of"dolng thal
J. S. Whale fulminates thus: "The modem man ls not impressed
by the mere ,citation of texts; he rightly wants to understand them
in their context. His very certainty that the Scriptures are the
fount of divine wisdom ... has set him free from the bondage of
the letter, the prison house of verbal infallibility. . . . The Bible
is abused when it is used merely as an armory of proof texts
for defending some theological scheme (a game at which more
than one can play, notoriously enough). We use the Bible rightly
only when, to quote Luther, we see that it is the cradle wherein
Christ is laid; that is, when we worship the Holy Child and not
His crib." (Tl,e Chr. Annoer to the Problem of Evil, p. 77.) 'l'be
modem man is right in demanding that the text be quoted in its
context. But why should Dr. Whale inveigh in this connection
against the "prison house of verbal infallibility"? Note, too, that the
Luth.. Church. Quart., in denouncing the indiscriminate compilfnl
of "proof texts," informs us that "Verbal Inspiration is not taught
in some of the seminaries of the U. L. C." Note that the Augsln&rg
Sunday School Teacher article, while castigating "the indiscriminate use of Bible texts as proofs," disavows ''the mechanic:al
conception of inspiration," "the dictation of the Holy Spirit doum
to the lut letter," and speaks of the " 'human' elements in the
Bible," mistaken notions, etc. Note that Gibson, who will not
have "a text cut from its context," takes a fling at the verbal-
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u the ml author of thue
boolca. 'l'here 1a something wrong here. Verbal Inspiration bu
nothing to do with the llllcit quoting of proof texts. The verbal
implratlonJsts lnsfst as strongly as the most liberal modern that
when • text is quoted as a proof the literal sense of the text, the
scope, and the context must be scrupulously observed. If Augustine baaed the dogma of total depravity on two proof texts, he
won his cue; if he based it in three instances on mistranslations,
he did not do that because he believed 1n Verbal Inspiration.
There is nothing 1n the doctrine of Verbal Inspiration that justifies,
or even lends itself to, the misuse of the proof-text method. To be
sure, verbal-inspirationists occasionally quote a text wrongly.
But the same can be said of the anti-verbal-inspirationists. We
can easily match every l,ipaua committed 1n this field by verballnsp1raUonJsts with one committed by the dynamic-inspirationists
and the non-insplrationists.:!711> So you can hardly make Verbal
Inspiration responsible for the use of misquotations. And when
you produce your lists of misquotations for the purpose of discrediting Verbal Inspiration, you nre almlng your blows at a
.lnap1ratlonlsta who declare that God

straw man.
But in denouncing the "old atomistic method of proof texts"
the moderns whom we have quoted and shall quote do not really
mean the illicit use of proof texts. If they meant that, there would
be no quarrel between us and them. Here we are one with them.:no,
275) Gibson proves his idea that the texts of Scripture are not
''The letter killeth, but the spirit giveth
life." (OJ>. ett., p. 235.) N. R. Best proves that Scripture is subject to
reason with the proof text Is.1: 18. (In,plration, p.118.) Dr. H. C. Alleman (Luth. C1'urch Quan., 1940, p. 356) proves that Christ "deliberately
brew Scripture" by quoting Matt.5:38f., and H.F.Rall q~otes the same
text to prove that "you cannot accept the supremacy of Christ and bold
to the inlalllbWb' of the Bible." (Op. eit., p. 224.) Fosdick cites u proof
text for bis dogma that "at the beginning Hebrew religion bad no hope
of immortality" Eccl. 9: 4-6 and 3: 19. (Op. eit., p. 25.) R. F. Horton proves
that "the eplsUe of James disclaims infallibility "with the proof text:
"In many things we offend all," Ju. 3: 2. (Reuelatio" a.nd the Bible,
p. 349.) H. W. Robinson proves that the prophets bad "beneficent Wusfons" by quoting Jer.20:7: "O Lord, Thou hast deceived me, and I wu
deceived." (Op. cit., p.174.) We have seen how the proof text 2 Tim. 3:18
fares at the hands of the modems. (See, for example, the eighth installment of this series, No. 21.) Sherwood F.ddy: "Can we claim that this
(the Vlrgln Birth) ls a foremost fundamental if, u we have seen, lt
bu never been mentioned by Jesus or Paul, or 1n the first or last
Gospel?" (See The Prnabyterian, Dec. 22, 1927.) There are several queer
thlnp ln this item. - Yes, to employ Whale's pbrueology, the moderns,
too, can play at the game of wrong proof-texting and they are quite
adept at it.
278) Cutting a text out of its context certainly may be called an
atomistic use of Scripture. Verbal insplratlonlsts so use the term.
Dr. Reu writes: "Even the fonnatlon of the word waa taught by the
Spirit. .•• So lCor.2:13, while not being the only proof passage for
the auggeatfo Vffbl, is nevertheless an important statement concemina the
~ with the proof text:
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But what the modems do not like and do not want la any and
every use of proof texts for the establiahment of doctrine. It wDl
not be hard to establish that point. Let them tell us what they
think, not of the illicit use of proof texts, but of their use in general.
Schleiermacher, the Father of modem Protestant Theoloo,
declared: "Quoting individual Bible passages in dogmatics Is a
mo.st precarious business and cannot at all serve the purpose.n
(Glau.bmslehT'e, I, § 30.) Notice that there ls here no restriction.
Not only the wresting of the passage out of its context ls bad business; quoting individual passages ls bad business. That bu become an article of faith with the modems. G. T. Ladd: "Especially
was suggestion. of the ,oonb held to be necessary to the inspiratlon
of the Bible. • . . Especially strong and dominating was the tendency among those who held this dogma to regard the entire Bible
as a kind of theological parade ground for proof teJds. It wu the
nu.mbeT' of such proof texts which was chiefly regarded." (Wlaai Ia
the Bible? P. 56 f.) The Chril'tian. Centu.T'JI, March 2, 1938: "No
issue between the churches can now be settled by the quotaUon of
a Biblical text, as our fathers used to assume. No issue wlll be
settled by reference to an authoritarian standard, whether doctrinal" (our italics) "or ecclesiastical" They express their dissatisfaction with the fathers' way in the word "proof-texting." Tb
ChT'. Century, Feb. 22, 1939, praises "the inexhaustible resources of
beauty and grandeur" in the Bible, but hastens to add: ''This does
not mean that we shall be saved by a return to proof-texting.
Perish the thought!" The fathers are to be pitied, for, says H.F.
Rall, "revelation meant to them so many doctrines or commandments handed down or so many words dictated to a writer....
When Paul wrote to his little churches here and there, he surely
had not the faintest idea that centuries later theologians would be
building up their theories on this phrase or that sentence in bis
letters." (Op. cit., p. 228 f.) The poor fathers! "Luther's slavish
dependence on proof texts" is the phrase u;ied by G. Aulen; he adds
the further statement: "Biblicism, the application of the theory of
verbal inspiration, has laid a heavy hand on Christian theology."
(Du chriatHche Gotteabild, p. 251.) No slavish dependence on
proof texts for us, the children of the Reformation, declared the
theologians gathered at Eisenach in 1917 to celebrate the fourhundredth anniversary of the Reformation. "Restricted, yet free!

anr

question in hand. . . • We do not see
reason why we ahould eliminate 1 Cor. 2: 13 from our discussion. Stil less do we stoop to what IIIIDI
call an 'atomistic wie of Scripture' when we refer to this passage, beca111e
the whole context speaks exactly of the same matter with which we are
dealing here." (Kb-chl. Zeitachrift, July, 1939, p. 421.) The trouble Is,
however, that with our modems the "atomiatlc wie of Scripture" means
much more than this.
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Restric:ted to the revelation within the Scriptures as a whole; reatricted to the Christ of God whom the Scriptures urge. But free
over aplmt particular matters, free to form our opinion on the
human pnnents In wblch the divine glory of the Scriptures is
masked. ... One service the Scriptures will, of course, no longer be
able to render: they cannot by particular statements authenticate
particular parts of the Confeuiona." And "thla means," says the
Th10L Mthl11,, V, p. 7, "that under the operation of the slogan 'Restricted, yet free!' such things as proof texts cease to exist." And
so It goes on and on. It seems Impossible for a modem to write
a book or an article on Inspiration without taking occasion to utter
his diaguat with the old atomistic proof-text method. M. Dods:
"The Bible has so persistently been used as a textbook to prove
dogma that th1a came to be considered its main use•••• Each of
Its utterances, no matter In what department of truth, was supposed
to be final and authoritative. . . . But the Bible must not be thought
of IS a collection of truths formulated In propositions which God
from time to time whispered In the ear to be communicated to the
world IS the unchanging formulas of thought and life for all time."
(Thi Bible, Ita Origin and Nciru:re, pp. 66, 97.) E. E. Flack: "No
fundamental doctrine rests on a single isolated passage. Nor may
several passages strung together in proof-text fashion fix faith. It
requires the analogy of Scripture, the whole Scripture corroborating and authenticating its own testimony in the life of the true
Church, to establish the truth as it ls in Christ Jesus." (The Lutheran, OcL 1, 1936.) W. A. Brown: "What we need In such a textbook is a compendium of simple principles capable of indefinite
'Bppllc■Uon and therefore needing continual reinterpretation in the
light of expanding experience. We have seen that the Bible lends
Itself to such uses In a pre-eminent degree. But that is ·not the way
those who are responsible for teaching the Bible have used it.
Either (like the theologians) they have made it a dogmatic textbook, searching its pages for proof texts which could be made a
test of orthodoxy or•..." (A Creed for Free Men, p. 230.) Sherwood F.cldy expresses the idea of the modems exactly when he rails
at "a literal, orthodox Christianity based on an inerrant, verbally
inspired, infallible Book" and declares: ''The Bible is not intended
IS a storehouse of authoritative proof texts or pious mottoes, not as
a shibboleth or a fetish or mystic book to be read for merit. It is
not a mechanical, external authority to be blindly obeyed." (See
The Preabvterictn, Dec. 22, 1927.) The moderns will not own Luther
In his slavish dependence on proof texts as their spiritual father.
Let them, then, own themselves os children of the vulgar rationalist., one of whom, Heinrich Stephani, was not ashamed to lay down
these principles in his Wmlce zur Ven,ollJcommnung dea Konfir-
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m11ndenuntffricht.: "Only that may be taught which Jesu1 ud
I& apostles would teach Jf they lived today. • • • Bible
must not be used as proof text&" (See Kin:hl. Zeibcl&r., 1IS9,

pa....,.

p.137.) 2 " '
The moderns frown upon and denounce the use of proof texts
for the establishing of the Chriatian doctrine. To illustrate, what
does the Bible teach on the Atonement? The proof texts will not
help you to find that out, says E. Grubb; the teaching of the Bible
on this point is hidden somewhere else. "An actual illustration of
277) We submit a few more pronouncements dictated by the prooftcxt-method phobia. We do not like to clutter up .our paps with
111cb material, but those who still think that, when the moclerm reject
the proof-text method, they have only the illicit use of proof textl In
mind can use it. C. H. Dodd: "Tho method of reading the Pauline
epistles as a set of documentary proo& for a fixed achenie of tbeoJao
has resulted in giving a quite erroneous idea of Paul's real thoulht uid,
still more, in effectually concealing Paul the man behind a theo1ap:al
lay figure." (The Authority of d&e Bible, p.12.) H. W. Robinson: '°'1'lle
revelaUon must be sought in that experience in its entirety rather than
in particular "texts' taken from it. . . . The Bible hu often been degraded to the level of the aOTte• VirgUlanae, a verbal oracle mechanlmJly
used." (Op. cf&., pp.170, 175.) Gibson's statement on "treating the Bible
01 a mere coJlection of texts" goes on to say: ''Some people, indeed,
think that it is an end of all controversy to say, 'There it ls in black
and while.'" G. Wehrung: "Der evangellsche Schriftgebrauch 1st pneumatischer Art; er sucbt nicbt Lehrformeln oder Bewelsstellen, IODdem
Leben weckende Zcugnisse; er sucbt in und hinter dlesen mannJg(■c:hen
Christusbekenntnissen die innere Einhelt, das elne Evangellum, du elne
Gottcswort in den vielen Wort.en." (Ge•chfc1&te uncl Glaube, p.306.) 'l'be
Living C1&urch, March 9, 1938: ''The Report of the Commission on Chriltian Doctrine state• that 'stages of Biblical revelation are to be judged
in relation to its historical climax,' the standard being 'the mincl of
Christ os unfolded in the experience of the Church.' The significance
of this sec:Uon of the report lies chiefly in its bearing upon homlletlca.
As 'the method of direct appeal to isolated texts' is so evidently liable
to error, it la to be expected that prcncbing from isolated texts will
gradually give place to genuine expository prcnching in which the Word
of God contained" (italics in original) "in the Scripture will be 110upt,
studied in all the light that modern scholarship affords, and then applied
to problem■ of the modem world." The sentence introducing this
paragraph reads: "In the report of the Anglican Commission, IIO.:called
Fundamentalism receives its ,coup de gTnce. Explicitly and in forceful
terms the Commlsslon states its convicUon that 'the tradition of the
inerrancy of the Bible cannot be maintained in the light of the knowledge now at our disposal." The Lut1l. Churc1l Q1111Tt:,,. 1939, p. 33ff., bu
this to say on our subject: "There ls a spirit of legansm that Dl!l'V8da
man_y of the ranks of Midwestern Lutherana, a kind of a~rocach to tbe
truth of God which insists on 'book, chapter, and verse for all tbe
'eye-blinks' of life and muat be underglrded by the authority of print
on paper for every conscious breath in order to be assured of full
ulvation. In its last analysis this resolve■ itself into a conceptian of tbe
Holy Scriptures as a mechanical work of the Holy Spirit, inerrant In
every word and detail in its original form." The LuthenzA reprinted
this Feb. 8, 1939. Prof. R. F. Grau: "Die Helllge Scbrift 1st uns nlcbt
mehr ein grosser vom Himmel herab ~ndter Gesetzelkoclex mit se1neD
elnzelnen ~ p h e n Beweisstellen • (proof texts) "genannt." (See
Baler-Walther, Compndium, I, p.102.)
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tbe appeal to the authority of the Bible may help in making clear
what ls meant. Suppose we are in doubt about the doctrine of
Atonement and we wish to know, either for ourselves or for
meeting the doubta of others, what the Bible teaches on the subject.
'l'be older method was to quote certain texta from the New Testament, such as those that refer to 'propitiation' and 'the blood of
Christ,' and then to show that the doctrine of a blood sacrifice
for aln, satisfying the wrath of God, ran through the ~hole of the
Old Testament." That is all wrong. You must first establish
.._hat are the different strains of teaching which the Bible contains" and then find out how much of this teaching "answers the
deepest demands of our own reason and con.science. . . . The indiscriminate use of Scripture as a single source of equal value, as
a quarry from every part of which stones may be Indifferently
collected to build up the temple of constructive dogmatics, will, it
ls hoped, soon pass away never to return." (The Bible, lta Nature
Cl1ld l"'Pfflltton.. p. 240 ff.) May we use proof texts to prove the
deity of Jesus? 0. J. Baab tells us: ''The Gospel of Matthew ...
made a liberal use of quotations from the Old Testament. These
are eztnzcted from. their conte:1:t" (our italics) "and made to fit the
story of Jesus." Again: "Did Jesus believe that He was the Son of
God? We have no uncontaminated first-hand reports of his utterances on the subject of God." "Current concepta as to deity and
Ideas of the supernatural definitely Influenced the writers of the
New Testament in their selection and interpretation of available
material." So we cannot rely on these particular statements of
the holy writers; their sense must be established by other conslderaUons. Dr. Baab is right in concluding: "No wonder the
literalistic Interpreters of the Bible are stirred to indignant and
vehement protest." (Jesus Christ Our Lonl, pp. 11, 13, 38.) What
about the doctrine of the Virgin Birth? E. Brunner: ''In earlier
days this discussion" (of the theory of the Virgin Birth) "used to
be cut short by saying briefly, 'It is written'; that is, with the aid
of the doctrine of Verbal Inspiration. Today we can no longer do
this, even if we would. There are many indications that, even in
this respect, even these early passages of Matthew and Luke once
read very differently. Those arguments, however, are not adduced
here in order to attack the doctrine itself, for this would be wholly
out of keeping with the spirit of the rest of this book. All that is
Intended here is to show once more that the process of producing
arzumenta and proofs based on Scripture, which is also untenable
on general grounds, is here especially unfortunate." (The MediatOT,
p. 323 f.) Are there any dicta J)T'Obantia, any aede• docmnae, for
the doctrine of the Church? No, indeed, says the Luth. ChuTCh
QwsT"t., 1940, p. 20: ''The doctrine of the Church does not rest on
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specific proof texts, but on the entire Biblical message, 1tbe center
of which Js God's forgiving grace. It rests on the Bible undentood
and interpreted as an orpnic unity having Its center In the craa,
or in justification by faith, or in grace." An introductory ltatement
was: "An atomistic or legalistic attitude results In try.Ing to make
specific New Testament words and saylnp bind.Ing as external
forms on the Church." What do the modems think of the theologian who bases his eschatological teaching on the pertinent
Bible texts? F. Holmstroem calls him a slovenly, plddlla,
theologian, calls his exegesis "schlendrianmaessige blbllzlatlsche
Reproduktion." He reads the proof-text theologian this leaon:
"Eine theologisch haltbare Eschatologie mu.a vlelmehr ihre Aussagen organisch aus dem lebendigen Zentrum der biblischen Offenbarung, der 'Christustatsache,' herleiten." (Du Eschatologuc1&1
Den1ccm de,- Gegcm1DC1rt, p. 312.) Should we base our teachlnt on
the sin against the Holy Ghost on specific passages, such as Matt.
12: 31, 32; Heb. 6: 1-8 and 10: 26? R. F. Horton examines these passages and ends up with the monstrous proposiUon: "Here, then,
is a case in which, so far from believing that a doctrine must be
a divine revelation becnuse it occurs in the New Testament, we are
forced to the opinion that, if it occurs in the New Testament, it II
not a revelation, but merely a view of the author's, imperfect and
limited as the judgments of even inspired men are apt on occuion
to be. In other words, the revelation of God as a whole, the revelation in its crowned completeness, must be used as a criterion for
determining the value of individual passages in the Scriptures;
it can never be admitted that a single passage or even a small group
of passages, teaching a special doctrine, may override the truth
in its entirety when its full development is reached." (Revelatio11
and the Bible, p. 337 f.)
We are at present particularly interested in the doctrine of
inspirntion. May we use proof texts for thJs all-important doctrine? The Luth. Church Quart. chides us for doing this: using
proof texts to establish Verbal Inspiration results in a leplistie
and an atomistic conception of the Scriptures, far more congenial
to Calvinism than to Lutheranism. (See above.) "Luthardt simply
ignores 2 Tim. 3: 16, when he treats of the doctrine of insplntlon
and insists: 'Das Selbstzeugnls der Schrift beruht nicht sowob1
a.uf einzeZncm SteZlen. de,- Sc:hrift, sondern auf der Schrift selbst,
in dem Schriftganzen, und da 1st es Aufgabe der Schriftwissenschaft, zu zeigen, in welchem Sinn man sie lnspiriert nennen
koenne.' It follows that the plowman or factory hand cannot know
whether Scripture has been given by divine inspiration, and when
he confronts Luthardt with the Scripture: 'All Scripture is given
by inspiration of God' and says, 'Here it is written,' Luthardt an-
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awen: Brother, you cannot say that; it la the whole of Scripture
that decldea the matter; you must not operate with these indivJdual passages." (Dr. Walther; see Lehn u11d Wehn, 1911,
p.l5L)
~ moderns abhor the proof-text method and stigmatize it
• atomlatlc. It la flOt the illicit.use of proof texts wblch they have
In mind when they use this word. Sometimes they mention and
atrea the llllcit method, but before long they reveal that it is the
proof-text method in general which they abhor. The Luth. Church
Quan., llMO, p. 20, comes right into the open and declares that the
use of apeclfic proof texts to establish doctrines reveals an atomistic
aWtude. (See above.) The Luth. Chun:h Quan.. 1937, p. 279 la
equally clear on this point: "The Bible must never be thought of
apart from the living, unitary Word and become a codex. Otherwise we have Bibllolatry and substitute a book for the creative
WOid. , • • The Fundamentalists make the Bible literalistic and
leplisUc in a Calvinistic manner, and forget that the letter killeth
but the Spirit maketh alive. Out of the legalistic attitude toward
the Word of God of the Bible has grown an atomistic conception
of the Word, which substitutes words for the Word. The Word
is not built up out of inspired words like atoms underlying the
universe." :178> And the others of the moderns who do indeed
• specify the "indiacriminate use of Bible texts" in condemning the
"atond1tfc" use of Scripture have more in mind than that. Else
they would not go on to declare as the Aug1burg S. S. Teacher
article does, that not everything in the Bible la authoritative doctrine, that everything is not of the same divine authority, that
here are "human" elements- errors - in the Bible, that the Holy
Ghost did not dictate everything "down. to the lat letter." Notice,
too, how they couple ''legalistic" with "atomistic." "The indiscriminate use of proof texts" implies "a legalistic and an atomistic
conception of the Scriptures" - there is not much sense in calling
the illicit use of proof texts legalistic. Legalistic, in the language
of the modems means that the words are binding. Our Luth.
Chun:h Quan. article did not mean the "indiacriminate,. but all
use of proof texts. And so the phrase "the old atomistic method
278) Some more statements in this article by Dr.J.A. W.Haas will
prove Informative: "The older theory made men mere paalve receivers
of the Word. Their minds were pictured as blank alatea on which the
Spirit of the Word wrote his messages. • . • The atomistic verballm
err in not valuing the living logic of languqe. • • • The term 'wo~
(In 1 Cor. 2: 13) ii taken to mean every single word down to the minutest
'and.' . . • Out of the minute verballltlc conc:eptlon grows the problem
of the lnfalllbllity of the Word. Exaeme verbal.Ism demands the comDletenea of the text in every detail. It posit.I an oriainal IICifect text
lor all the boob of the Bible. . . • It ii a mere ftction to uphold an infalllbWty in every statement and not merely in the eaentlals of faith."
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of proof texts" (see above) means that the method of using proof
text. at all is atomistic. The word Atominic is there not med
restrictively but descriptively. Or will the writer say that, when
the fathers used proof texts, they regularly and habitually iporecl
the literal sense, the scope, and the context? mu No, the fatben
made habitual use of the legitimate proof-text method, hued the
doctrine on the diem probantia, the ndea doctriflCle, and that 11
what our modems stigmatize as the old atomlatic method.
And they feel perfectly justified 1n calling that atomistic. We
agreed with them that we would call that an atomistic uae of
Scripture when a text is quoted out of its context and 1n a aeme
not intended by the author. And that, say the modems, preclse]y
that, lies at the bottom .o f our argument against the proof-text
method. You verbalists are content to quote isolated puages.
You fail to take the wider context into consideration. You verbalists may have the literal sense on your side, but insisting on the
literal sense, you become literalists. You fail to see the broader
sense with which the "Word of God" contained in Scripture or
the "whole of Scripture" or this or that or the other thing investa
this text.
Let Professor Volek tell us something about this broader context. "Um die Sonderung des Gebietes des Untruegllchen von demjenigen, wo Irrtum moeglich ist, und welter - die Scheidung vom
Wesentlichen und Unwesentlichen in der Bibel vollziehen zu
koennen, muss der Ausleger allea einzelne ihres Inhalts beurtellen
nach seinem Ve,-haeltnia zu. dem Heil, welches in der von ihr berichteten Geschichte verwirklicht vorllegt. Er muss zusehen, ob
und in welchem Zusammenhang es mit demselben steht." It is not
sufficient to consider what common hermeneutics calls the context.
You must study the relation of the individual passage to, and connection with, the whole history of salvation, before you can determine whether the passage is true or erroneous. Dr. A. L. Graebner
comments: ''Volek need not tell us that you must not wrest a text
out of its connection. We, too, know that you must always consider
the context. But Volek says: Even if I perfectly understand the
words of a passage in its connection and context, I know nothing
at all about the matter; for I will still have to find out what the
279) Further on in this article (Luth. Chun:h Quan., 1939, p.153ff.)
we read: "It must be maintained in the light of the recent hiltmy of
theology that the day of compartmentalizing and isolating theolCJ11 lrmn
the rest of human thinking and knowing bu long since paaed! • • •
The business of theology has always been to define what is of faith and
what la contrary to faith. But auch definiUons cannot come to rest in
isolatlon from the total existing body of human knowledge. • • • flle
Loci of the Jena theologian [Gerhard] neceaarlly retained in many ~
the serious limitations of a prescientJfic heritage both in metbocl and

mnclusions." More on this anon.
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paaqe meam In Its relation to the whole of Scripture." (See Pn>e.
Sp. Coaf., 1888, p. 23 f.) The hermeneutics of the moderns requires the conalderatlon of the lwoczde,, contc:rt. Nqlec:t that, and

becomes atom1stlc.
What Is this broader context? Some of the modems make it
extremely broad. They 1mlst that the individual pDS1111ges must be
viewed In the light of present-day aclence. All human knowledge
orsanlc
whole, and statements of the Bible must not be
forms an
put In opposition to lt. Condemning ''the old atomlstlc method of
proof texts," the Luth. Chun:h. Quart. (1939, p. 156) inveighs against
"compartmentallzlng and isolating theology from the rest of human
tb1nJdng and knowing." The definitions of theology must not
"come to rest in isolation from the total ex1st1ng body of human
knowledge." Would that mean that a specific text could no longer
be used aa a proof text since "science" hu shown it to be in error?
Most assuredly. The Anglican Commission
proclaimed
hu
that
"the tradition of the inerrancy of the Bible cannot be maintained
In the light of the knowledge now at our disposal." They tell the
Blble-Chriatian: Do not be atomistic! Bring your Bible text into
harmony with the whole of human knowledge by stripping it of
lta literal sense and finding the profounder, the prophetic sense intended. The story of the Creation and of the Fall are not to be
taken literally; Jonah was not literally swallowed by the great
fish; let the theologian find out for you what deeper truths are here
hidden. "They are, says Chriatendom, I, p. 492, ''poetic expressions
of some profounder or larger truth than that which their formulators realized." And that applies to the teachings of the Bible In
general. H. E. Fosdick: "It is impossible that a book written two
or three thousand years ago should be used in the twentieth century
A. D. without having some of its forms of thoughts and speech
translated into modem categories." (Op. cit., p. 885.) To retain
the literal sense of the teaching concerning resurrection and the
deity of Christ would be a piecemeal, atomistic treatment of these
proof texts. Consider the wider context furnished by the growth
of human knowledge that have set in since the Bible days.
One of the first rules inculcated by the anti-atomistic hermeneutics Is: Give up your belief in the inerrancy of the Bible. C. H.
Dodd, who condemns ''the method of reading the Pauline epistles
as a set of documentary proofs," goes on to say: "When the
reader bas discovered what the writer actually said and meant,
he wants to ask further, Is this what I am to believe about God?
Ia lt t"'e? Probably no one who reads this book will think that this
question bas the self-evident answer, Of course it is true, bemuae
it is in the Bible." (Op.cit., p.297.-Italics in original.) The
Aug1burv S. S. Teacher article, which inveighs against the atomistic
JOUl' exeges1a
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use of the Bible, speaks of the "human" elements, the euCIDIGIII
statements, 1n the Bible and calls Fosdick'• statement ccmcemlDI
the "temporary expressions" and "modem categories" a ""valuable
contribution." Dr. Haas, who doe■ not like the "atom1stlc verblllsta," 1nafata that the theologians muat no longer uphold the abaolute lnfalllbWy of the Bible, its "infalllbWty 1n every atatemml•
That is the reuon why the Elaenach Convention rejected the
mdiacriminate use of proof texts: some of them may belcm, to
"the human garments"; you cannot take them at their face value;
you must use discrimination. And the Anglican Commlaloa,
convinced of the errancy of the Bible, tells the preachers that
they must not use a proof text till science, etc., has proved that
it is true.
That is rather crude, to let science and the ideology of modernism, etc., shed light on the individual passages. But the modems
have, in addition, something more spiritual to appeal to. That II
the "spirit." Georgia Harkness, who recognizes "the dangen inherent in the proof-text method," finds her "authority not in the
letter but in the Spirit." The text must not be taken literally.
For that she is fighting, and she deplores the fact ''that the battle
is not yet won. Like the poor, literalism is always with us'
(op. cit., p. 57 f.). Dr. Haas complains that these "atomistic verbalists," these "Fundamentalists, make the Bible litera11stlc and
legalistic in a Calvinistic manner and forget that the letter kllletb
but the Spirit maketh alive" (loc. cit.). V. Fenn, who will "no
longer have passages wrested from their context," declares: -ibe
authority of the Sacred Writings is no longer found in 'the letter'
and sustained by some artificial theory of divine inspiration, but
in the appeal of its spiritual content." (Op. cit., p. 279.) 'l'bat 11
pretty plain language. Passages must not be wrested from their
context, the context in the old narrow sense; but neither must
they be wrested from their true setting, taken out of their spiritual
setting. It is exactly what the old Rationalists and their children,
the Unitarians, contend for, exactly what the Unitarian W. E.
Channing contends for: "We feel it our bounden duty to exercise
our reuon upon the Bible perpetually, to compare, to infer, to
look b8Jlond the lett~ to the spirit ••.; and, in general, to make
use of what is known for explaining what is dlflicult, and for discovering new truths." (W07'7ca of W. E. C., p. 368.) Ferm maJ
have a different idea of what the "spirit" as opposed to the "letter"
.bi than Channing has- none of them has ever told us exactly
what this "spirit" is - but all of these men are agreed that you
cannot use a proof text till its real meaning has been establlsbed,
not from what the worda in themselves say, but from what the
"spirit" says they mean, or from what "the mind of Christ" reveals
(Anglican Commission).
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Kore c1e&nlte infcmnatlcm. about this context in the wider sense.
It la the "Word of God" that determines wb1ch parts of Scripture
are true or what value they have. Scripture ltaelf is not the Word
of God. 'l'be Word of God is contcdned in Scripture, and everything alae therein must be brought into harmony with this Word.
'l'be Anglican Commlsslon warns against "preachlng from isolated
text." and Instructs the preachers first to seek and study "the
Word of God c:ontained in the Scriptures," then study this Word of
God "in all the light that modem acholcinhip a,f/onla'' (our italics),
and then see what they can do with a given text. The Luth. Chun:h
Quan., 1935, pp. 258, 200, 264, tells us something about the nature of
thls Word of God and its relation to individual passages. "An lndlvldual brooding upon some condition of life, meditating upon
10111e truth, communing with that beyond hJmRlf to which he gave
the name God, and setting what he saw in life lnto the light of what
he perceived through his spiritual lnalght, became convinced of
a great truth. He felt that the truth thus communicated was the
will of God for him for a people. 'The word of God came to him.'
It wu the word of God in the soul of a man. . . • Seekers for
authority ln Scripture cannot therefore find it in isolated portions
and texts of the Bible, a procedure often followed ln the effort to
prove certain teachings and doctrines. The idea of verbal inspiration and the practice of literal interpretation may destroy the reality
of the Bible's message. Its authority is not to be identified with
the fonn of the language which announces the truth of God, but
mlllt be found in the light of the experience through which the
word of God came to the soul of a man. . • • The teacher of religion
speaks with confidence not because he quotes a Scripture but because the word of God has found him." The reality, the value,
of a given text does not lie in the words of the text- a literal interpretation may destroy its value - but ln its relation to the "Word of
God." Dr. Haas, we heard, applies the same hermeneutics. "The
Bible and lts books are the depository and record of the Living
Word. It must never be thought of apart &om the living, unitary
Word, and become a codex. Otherwise we have Blbliolatry and
substitute a book for the creative Word. . . . The Word Is not built
up out of inspired words.'' Is John 3:16 inspired? That depends.
First place it in the light of "the Word," and it may become a good
proof text. Proof texts in themselves cannot prove a doctrine,
said Dr. E. E. Flack. ''No fundamental doctrine rests on a single
Isolated passage. Nor may several passages strung together in
proof-text fashion fix faith." Then what proves the truth and
value of a doctrine? Dr. Flack continues: "The standard by which
all dogmas and teachers are to be judged is not the Scriptuna
•tndi"IJ alone, but the Wonl of God attested and authenticated
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In the Spirit-filled life of the early Church and projec:ted tbroup
the centuries from faith to faith in the corporate mind ol the true
Church." (Loe. cit.) And Professor Wehrung told us that you
must go back of the Biblical atatementa concerning Christ in ozder
to find the "one Word of God In the many words"; standing alone,
they are only words. - In our next lnatallment we shall further
examine this hazy concept "Word of God" and the evil use to
which the modems put it.
The method in greatest favor with the modems, taking the
place of the proof-text method that has been thrown to the moles
and the bata, is to operate with the Sc:hriftganze. The whole of
Scripture, Scripture in its entirety, is the great regulative of the
individual passages. It was Schleiermacher who got modem
theology to substitute for the proof-text method ("quoting individual Bible passages in dogmatics is a most precarious business")
the Sc:hriftganze method; the doctrine must be based on "Sc:ripture in its entirety," on "the organic whole of Scripture." ''Practically all chief representatives of modem theology," says Pieper
(Ch.T. Dog., I, p. 243), "from the extreme left to the extreme right
wing, have adopted this method. Ihmels has it; Hofmann had il"
Hofmann: "Nicht auf einzelne goltgewirkte Aussprueche oder
Buecher in der Schrift beziehen sich Jesus und seine Apostel,
sondem auf die Sch.rift. • • • Also die Geaamtheit der Sc:hrift lat
das einige Wort Gottes fuer seine Gemeinde. Ala Ganze• iat aie
ea, und will nichts in ihr unterschieden sein, was nic:ht dafuer
gaelte, und nic:hts dafuer gelten, was sich ausser ihr faende." (See
Leh.re und Wehre, 1875, p. 323.) We cannot quite understand the
last sentence. It seems to make everything in Scripture God's
Word, but that would be in contradiction to the general statement,
which is very clear, that Scripture in its totality is God's Word,
not in its individual statements, and that, like Jesus and His
apostles, we must not operate with particular statements in Sc:ripturc.l!SO> Dr. J . Aberly makes the unassailable statement: ''We
need the whole Scriptures to give us the whole truth regarding
God, man, and salvation," but he continues: ''This attitude that
we need the total view of Scriptural teaching rather than the
fragmentary quotations of isolated passages, and that in this total
view we must have the Spirit of Jesus to differentiate between
280) "Gottge10lrkte Ausspruec:he" - that is a queer phrase. We c:ouJd
not use it. But Hofmann meana exactly what the phrase states. He cloel
not believe 1n verbal inspiration. He tcac:hl!S that the DrOllhets and
aPoStles spoke and wrote onl_y under a apecial influence of the Spirit.
Kllefoth points that out and declares: "Von elner Eingebung des Inhalll
der Helllgen Sc:hrilt dun:h den Geist Gottes ist keine Rede. • • • Hofmann
kommt IChlleallch doc:h zu einer Anac:hauung von der Heiligen Scbrift,
cl1e aich 1m weaentllc:hen von der ratlonalistisc:hen nicht untencbeldet.•
(See Lehn und Wehre, Zoe:. cit.)
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what II temporary and what II permanent, tbll attitude will be
found to be that of the New Testament writers and of Jesus Himaelf toward that unique
revelatlon.
of Goel which we have in the
Old Testament." (The Luth. Church Quan., 1935, p.118.) We
need not point out that Jesus and the apostles actually did operate
with "&agmentary quotations of Isolated passages." What we
want to point out is that according to the theory of "Scripture as
• whole" we need the Holy Spirit to tell us just how much of
Scripture II reliable. The moderns are actually teaching that not
Individual texts but only the Schri#r,a:ru:e is rellab1e.:11u It amounts
to the aame thing when they appeal from the proof texts to ''the
Bible undentood and interpreted as an 01"04nu: unit,, having its
center in the cross'' (see above) or to "the living center, the
'Cbriatuatatsache' "
(Holmstroem), to "the inner content of the
revelation instead of its literary expression and record" (H. W.
Robinson, op. cit., p.175), to "the fundamental principles of Scriptural teaching," etc. The moderns actually go so far as to proclaim it as their firm conviction that the whole of Scripture is
inspired though individual passages are not inspired. J. M. Gibson:
"Let it be noticed also that in this historical process of revelation
we have not only relief from the most serious difficulties attaching to the view of verbal inspiration equally distributed through
all the books, but also a strong and most striking confirmation
of our faith in the divine inspiration of the Bible as a whole....
Remember, it is no question of details - of Ries or lice or frogs. •••
The absolute inerrancy of every word of Scripture" is immaterial;
what counts is ''the substance or the spirit, the object and effect,
of the whole." (Op. cit., pp. 74, 77, 121.) Dr. M. Doeme finds that
many portions of Scripture are purely human, erroneous; but
nothing is lost as long as Scripture as a whole is recognized as
"geistgewirkt" : ''Die kanonische Geltung der Schrift als dieses
unzerreissbare geistgewirkte Ganze."
(Paatondblaecter, 1939,
p. 233.) -The moderns certainly refuse to be known as atomistic
verbalists; they are for the organic whole; they disdain the bondage
of the letter.
There is a reason for that. They are convinced that the Bible
teems with mistakes and ethical crudities and monstrosities. These
281) Sec also statements quoted above. H. E. Fosdick: No piecemeal treatment of the Scriptures, no Athannsbn proof-texting, but "the
whole book seen as a unified development." E. E. Flack: No stringing
together of proof texts, but "the analogy of Scriplure, the whole Scripture." The Eiscnach Convention: Bound to Scripture as a whole, but
free to reject particular statements! The Lu th
. C1nm:h Qu11'1., 1935,
P. 260: "Seekers for authority in Scripture cannot find it in isolated
portions and texts of the Bible. . • . The Bible, the whole Bible, not
an isolated portion of it but its whole content revealing the will of God."

37
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blemishes mun be taken care

of. and the Schriftflnze

theory

The blemishes are there, but
since only the totality of Scripture counts, no one need bother
about these little details. See Gibson's statement just quoted.
See what use H. L. Willett makes of this theory: "No error ha
ever resulted in greater discredit to the Scriptures than that of
attributing to the Bible such a miraculous origin and nature •
to make it an infallible standard of morals and religion. That it
contains the Word of God in a sense in which that expression
can be used of no other book is true. But its finality and authority
do not reside in. all of ita utterancea, but in those great cbaracten
and messages which are easily discerned as the mountain peab
of its contents. . . . So difficult are the narratives of the demons
sent into the swine and the cursed fig tree that many who hold
without hesitance to the inspiration and authority of the Book
wonder if there has not been some error in the record at these
points. This makes it evident that the authority which we recognize as truly present in the Biblical record does not inhere in
the Book as such, nor in any particular portion of it. But rather
it is found in the appeal which the Scripture a, a whole makes to
the moral sense within humanity. . . • One may apply to the
Scripture a, a ,ahole the words of the Master: 'Heaven and earth
shall pass away, but My Word shall not pass away.' 11 (The Bible
Thn,ugh the Centurie,, p. 288 ff.) That was Hofmann's idea. As
W. Rohnert puts it: "According to Hofmann the Bible contains, in
individual portions, all kinds of erorrs, which are, however, rendered innocuous by the influence of the Bible itself. Hofmann
declares: 'Die Verkuendigung kcines einzelnen Apostels 1st
schlechthin irrtwnslos, da vielmehr die Schilderung des Bildes
Christi hinter der ganzen vollen Herrlichkeit des Bildes zurueckbleibt; aber die Geaamtverkuendigung der Apostel enthaelt vollstaendig die Bedingungen eines schlechthin irrtumslosen Verstaendnisses Christi.' 11 (Die Dogmatik der ev.-luth. Kin:he,
p.105.) 282>-Now we understand why the modems have no use for
admirably serves that purpose.

282) A few more citations to show with what relief the moderna
hail the Schleiermacher-Hofmann theory. F. BaumgaerteJ: ''The letter
(WOT'tlaut) of Scripture we consider of secondary importance. . . • 'l'be
outatandlng features, the tohole, is what counts, not the details. which
ll1'e In many instances erroneous and objectionable." (See :Moeller, Vm
die Iupinitfon der Bible, p. 57.) Pfarrer Hoff: "Wir untencheiden bel
aller Ebrfurcht vor der Autoritaet der Helllgen Schrift aJs Games du,
wu goettllch darinnen ist, von dem, was menschllch, allzu mensc:bJlcb,
wu juedisc:h ist. . . . Das unterscheidet uns von der 1tarren Orthodaxie,
daa wir clle ■ogenannte Verballnspiration ablehnen. . . . Frellich, a1les
du fuehrt und muss fuehren auf Chri■t us ab vollkommene und hoech■te
Offenbarung Gottes." (See Cone. Theol. Mthl11, V, p. 407
.) Dr.G.Drach:
''The human words of the Word of God are ,ubject to •.• cl1screpanciel
of record, because the human authors were ■lnfu1 hwnan beJJIIL • • •
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the atamlatlc proof-text method· of the fathers. The fathers did
not 8nd any erron in the Bible. '.nut moderns encounter erron
cm nearly every page and, naturally, fight shy of lndlvldual pu..,.. But Scripture u a whole is God'■ 1mp1red Word, and their
comclence ia at ease. Walther deacrlbed the ■ltuation exactly

when he aid at a meeting of the Synodlcal Conference: "Sle sagen

auadruecJdlch: Man darf nicht ugen: 'Der Spruch 1st Gottes Wort.
NeJn, du Ganze 1st Gottes Wort, ala Ganzes genornrn-.n 1st es Gottes
Wort!' Unter dem Schriftganzen aber verstehen Ille das, was Ille
aua der Sehrift mlt Weglassen dessen, was ■le al■ lrrig und feblerhaft anaehen, herauakonstrulert haben." (See Lehn uncl Wehn,
1911, p.15L)

"Scripture u a whole" accompllshe■ great thlnp for the
It is the great corrective of the tainted portions of
Scripture. It enables the moderns to give these inconvenient
paaagea a proper form and makes it appear that such a treatment
II proper and legitimate. Do you not see, ■aid Professor Volek,
that the words '-rhere is no God" assume an altogether different
mnnlng when the context is observed? Well, take every passage
in lts broader context, place it In the focus of the Schriftga:ru:e,
and you wW see whether it is true or how much of it, lf anything,
can retain its literal meaning. Under this treatment many a pasage receives its coup de grace. We heard R. F. Horton: "The
Revelation of God as a whole, the Revelation in its crowned completeness, must be used as a criterion for determining the value of
individual passages in Scripturei it can never be admitted that
• aingle passage, or even a small group of passages, teaching a
specla1 doctrine, mciy override the truth. in its entirety when its full
development is reached." (Op. cit., p. 338.) If a particular passage
II in conftlet with the Schriftganze, it must go. Or it must be put
In proper shape -which means the painless administering of the
coup de QTCZce - the literal meaning must be changed into a deeper
meaning. That is how Fosdick and Willett want the proof texts
treated which according to their literal meaning teach the old
Christian doctrines; translate the old thought forms into modern
categories. Hofmann got rid of the plaguing passages in the same
way.213> Why, any possible teaching may be constructed by means
of this orgnnic whole of Scripture. For instance, Scripture in
modern■•

We repudiate the absolute infallibility of the Apostles. . . . The Bible,
then, la the Word of God not because of any theoretical explanation of
divine insplraUon but because cu one conn
, harmontou.,
~
authentic
ncorded ,ahole, from beginning to end, the Sacred Scriptures are 'they
which testify of Christ.'" (The L u th. Chun:h Quan.
, 1938, p. 246.ff.)
283) "In the case of Hofmann, too the result [of operating with
the "orpnic whole of Scripture"] wu ti'mt he denied such fundamental
doctrines u the inspiration of Scripture, the mti.factio vicarill, original
11n, etc." (Pieper, op. cit., I, p. 440.)
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itself contaJns not one word on "convendon In Hades." L. Dable
readily admita that. However, if we "10 back to the fundRJ11ental
principles of Scriptural teaching," we are forced to came to mch
a conclusion. (See Theol Quan., 1908, p. 25.) -Proof texta Mn,
proof texta her-what counta la Scripture u a whole.
Let Dr. H. Martensen conclude this aection. "'l'be use of the
Scriptures in dolJDBtiCS must not consJat In a mere appeal to aln81e
passages, or in a comparison of single pusages; this mode of·
procedure too often betrays the naTT010-minded view that nothing
ia tn&e which cannot be proved to be litendl11 found in the Bible.
We agree rather on this point with Schleiermacher when he DYi
that in our Biblical studies there should be constantly developed
a more comprehensive use of the Scriptures, In which stress shall
not be laid on single passages taken apart from the context, but In
which attention is paid only to the longer and specially fruitful
sections, in order thus to penetrate the course of thought of the
sacred writers, and find there the same combinations as those on
which the results of dogmatic study themselves rest." (Chriatin
Dogmatic:a, p. 53.)
This, then, is the fifth objection: the doctrine of Verbal Inspiration is wrong because it results in an atomistic use of Scripture, permits and calls for the use of the proof-text methods, and
will not permit science or the Sch.riftr,anze, etc., to change the
literal meaning of individual passages.2su Whet is to be said of this
objection? Three things are wrong with it.
28') Recall how The Luth. Churc1, Quan. in the fint quotatlaa
aubmltted in the present article links the two statements that verbal
Inspiration ls not taught in some of the U . L . C. seminaries and that the
employment of the proof-text method indicates an atomistic conception
of the Scriptures. Recall Gibson's statement that thme who use proof
texts do so because they hold that it ls really God, not men, who wrote
thue 'WOrds. Read the review of Dr. M. Graebner'1 The Lard'• PraJ/ff
and the Chmtlan. Life in The Luth. Chun:h. Quart., 1938, p. 224: "WhUe
the clarity and tone of writing are beyond criticism, one may queation
the adequacy of some of the demonstrations offered. The Bible ii med
u 11 source of proof in quite a literal Rnse. 'The Word of God came
to prophet.a, evangelists, and apostles of old in the form of d1rec:t
revelation from God on high. God .1poke to them directly and PYI
them meuagea to transmit. . . .' '(The person who prays the Lord'•
Prayer sincerely, thoughtfully, and devoutly) will read the Bible with
the determinatlon of learning what God deaires to teach hlm, and not
with the Idea of comparing God's Word with the 10-called re111U1 of
historical crltlcism or of scientific investlgatJon.' " The latest pronouncement of The Luth. ChuTCh Quan. (April, 1942, p. 154) on this ~t:
''The first of these two conceptions (of inspiration cleftned at Omaha
in the discualon of the Pittaburgh Agreement) hu to do c:hJeJly with
the compolition of Scripture. The proceu of inspiration ls IO far acfined
that it c:an be given a desc:rlptJve adjective; It ls verbal iupiflltioll. It
mean. that the words of Scripture stand as they are because the Holy
Spirit put them there~·t as they are. Tbls conception of inlplratlon
ls •t forth In the Bri Statement of the Mfaouri Spod. It apj,eall to
c:ertaln proof texta an interprets them in the llaht of this conception.•
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1) There la aomethlng wrong with the demand, basic to the

whole praent dlacua1cm, that the Chrlat1an doctrine must be
derived not &om the nda doc&rinae, the texts aettlng forth the
doctrine, but &om "Scripture u a whole." Thia demand asks
ua to perfonn an Intellectual lmpoalbWty. We can understand
what ''the whole of Scripture" and "Scripture u a whole" means,
but we cannot understand what "the whole of Scripture" u put
Into opposition to the component parts of Scripture means. Kllefoth'a characterization of this concept has become classical He
calla It "elne unvollziehbare Phrase" - a phrase which cannot be
used Intelligently, an inconceivable concepVID> Can the whole
dlJrer from the parts? Can you make the whole, which you get
by adding the component parts, change these parts Into something
else? Common intelligence figures that when you have learned
what all the alngle proof texts teach concerning doctrine - or any
other subject of which they treat- you know what the whole
Scripture teaches. But Schleiermacher nnd Hofmann and the
Luth. Chun:h. QuaT"t. tell us that the whole of Scripture cancels
what the parts of Scripture declare. ''The objections to the verbal
inspiration of Holy Scripture do not manifest great ingenuity or
mental acumen, but the very opposite. . . . The critics of His
Word lose their common sense and become utterly unreasonable
and Illogical." In the course of this study we have dealt with a
number of cases in point. The present case seems to be the prize
fatuity. These men are asking us to believe that parts of Scripture are not Inspired but the whole of Scripture is inspired. Hofmann tells us, keeping a sober face, that the message of not a
single apostle is absolutely free of error, but their message as a
whole, die Gemmwnlcuendigung, produces an absolutely true and
unerring knowledge of Christ. It passes comprehension. These
men could not qualify as teachers of mathematics. They would
not be permitted to teach their pupils that while the individual
theorems are faulty and erroneous the science of mathematics as a
whole Is the absolute truth. They would not try to do that, of
course, because they are convinced that the single theorems are
true. But in theology, they think, a similar absurdity will pass.
The whole of Scripture is trustworthy while the component parts
of Scripture are faulty and untrustworthy! ''There is nothing too
285) Pieper calla it a "senseJeu phrue. . . . Kllefoth is right, when,
In his criUclsm of Hofmann'• Schriftbeweb, he calls this placing of
Scripture as a whole and its separate passages into opposition to one
another an 'unachievable thought' ('unvollzlebbare Phrue'). The fact
of the matter is that we can obtain the whole of the Christian doctrine
only In thla way that we take the several doc:trinn from those passages oblervlng of course the context-which treat of the respective doctrines." (Op. cit., p . 243.)
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absurd," aid H. M'Intoab, "to have been stated
trnqlned
or
GD
thls queation." (la Ch.riff InfallibZ. ,md the BibZ. Tn&e7 p. 27'-)_,
And remember, the impoalble Seh.riftgf&u. ta the bJa IUD 1n
thls partlc:ular aasault on Verbal Inspiration. Since we dare not
be atomistic, the moderns declare, but muat deal with Sc:riptun
u an organic whole, Verbal Inspiration must go. But viewed
closely, this mighty, high-sounding Seh.rifegame turns out to be
utter nonsense. Verily, the Lord taketh the wise in their own
craftiness. Ahn1ng to be wise, they became fools.UT>
288) Prof. A. Zich, in The Northwestern. Luthen1a, Nov. 10, 1935:
"The editor of the .Preabrterian ™bune, holdlns that the Bible c:ontalm
'inaccuracies, contradictions, outworn views, sWl says: 'Note also that tlm
which we declare to be "the only lnfalllble rule of faith and pract1ce• ll
not any particular verse, sentence or paaage, nor all the veras in the Old
and New Testaments, &alcen each
itael/. It la ''the Word of God• which
la "tho Scriptures." Clearly that means that our authority in matten of
faith and practice is found in the Bible u II whole. Only u we tab it
all together, interpreting each particular lfatement in the light of 111
general JJurpoae, spirit, and meaning, do we find that JnfalJlble pJdance
we need in order to believe and live rightly.' One mflht here object:
How la any man to find out tho 'general purpose, meaning and aplrlt'
of the whole If the particular 'verse, aentence, or passage\ cannot be
truated because such verse, scntence and paaage may be Jnaccurate,
aelf-contradlcloey, and outworn? If the component parts an unrellahJe,
then how can the whole be 'infalllble'? A chain hi u weak u Ill
weakest link; hi it not? But we m111t not expect the detracton of Roly
Writ to be reasonable. Very evidently the editor of the Pnr1blltnfa11
™bune hi trying hard to get away from some very clear teac:hlq of
the Bible in numero111 single veraes, aentenc:es, and passages. • • ."
287) Some minor fatuities. J. Oman: ''Doctrines are drawn from
Holy Writ like legal decisions from the Statute Book. • • • Al IOOll u
It became 'Thua saith the Scriptures,' controversy entered the 1arae
field of differences in interpretation." (Vt,t011, and AuthoritJ,, p. 182!)
The Chrfatfan Centurv, Feb. 10, 1937: "From Quaken to Roman Catholics, each claims to reflect the mind of Christ for his Church, and If
anyone of them hi right, Baptists m111t inevitably be wron,. Moreover, Ullng the proof-text method1 which Baptists themselves employ,
each could draw a very respectable
argument for its contentions from
the New Testament." Distinguish between the illicit and the legitimate
uae of proof texts! It seems such a waste of time to call attention to
this aophiatry, committed also by other writen quoted above, that,
becauae some ab111e the proof-text method, tho method itself is wrong.Another sophistry is committed when these two statementa are Eut In
opposition: "The Bible is no collection of doctrinal statements and
"The Bible ls a book of life." The Bible ls both. -Another soDhlstrY:
Not all statements of the Bible are of the same importance, the
1enealogies nre not so important as the Gospel. Nobody uid that, and It
bas absolutely no bearing on the question whether every statement Is
authoritative. - Do not tell us that we need the whole of the Bible far
the whole truth (we lmow that) when you propose to substitute in the
next sentence for "all of the Bible" the fictltlo111 "Scripture as a whole."
- Luther helped to free ua from the prison house of verbal lnfalliblll~?
That hi a cue of ignorance. -The use of proof texts hi not Lutbenn
but Calvlnlstlc? Another case of ignorance. Calvin bowed to the
authority of the letter, true. But so did Luther, only more so.-No; it Is
Catholl~ ays C. Stange. ''Es ist eine Nachwirkung der kathollsc:ben
A ~, wenn der Venuch gemacht wird, dlo einzclnen dogmatlscben Aussagen aua der Schrift abzuleiten." (Dogmaffk, I, p.113.)
We cannot go on any longer.

bv
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2) 'l'be refusal to bow to the authority of the letter and to
accept every llngle chapter, sectloD, vane, and sentence of the
Bible u it atands-to rail at the proof-text method- is unworthy
of the Christian. It does not spring from respect for Holy Scripture. Scripture asks us to treat all the words of Scripture as the
very worda of God (2 Tim. 3: 16), precious beyond expression
(Rom.15:4). It springs from the pride of the carnal heart, which
places tb ftndlnp of human science above the aaertlons of ScriPture and, in addition to that, does not like to have the theologian
play the humble role of a catec:humen, sitting at the foot of his
teacher and simply listening to what he is told. Men do not like
to take over what the apostles and prophets handed down to them

and pus it on without any addition and elaboration and improvement of their own. It tickles the pride of the flesh to have something to do with constructing the saving doctrine. It makes so
peat an Impression when the leamed theologian tells his hearers
that the fathers indeed knew no better than to take the doctrine
from these simple proof texts, but that now men have arisen who
are able to deal with the mysterious Schriftga.nze and shed new
light on these old, misunderstood. paasages.288> It is the pride of the
flesh which ls offended at Verbal Inspiration. If the doctrine of
verbal inspiration be true, nothing is left for the theologian to do
but to take over what he finds in Scripture and repeat it. What,
cries out Sherwood F.ddy, simply quote proof texts and blindly
obey a mechanical, external authority? What, cries out H. W.
Robinson, is the "mechanical use of a verbal oracle" our only
business? J. M. Gibson knew a better way. "He began," says
P. T. Forsyth, "in the old theory of inspiration, in which he would
have remained had his been a metallic, inert, or mechanical mind."
But he learned the secret of the Schriftga.nze/ (Preface to Gibson's book, p. XIV.) This "achlendria.nmczeaaige Repn>dulction" of
Biblical statements, says Holmstroem, does not suit the stature of
the modern theologian. It is the pride of the flesh which is
scandalized at the demand of Verbal Inspiration to let the text
stand u it reads, and refuses to practice "atomistic verbalism."
Scripture describes the man who is wise in his own conceit, who
wlll "not consent to the wonla of our Lord Jesus Christ," as one
who "ls proud, [puffed up] knowing nothing," 1 Tim. 6: 3 f.
May God give us grace to become and remain "atomistic
verbalists." That is the genuine Lutheran attitude. In the con288) F. Buecbsel: "Dies Gesamtzeugnis des Neuen Testaments zu
erheben, erfordert ein betraechWches Mus theologjscher Arbeit." (Die
.Ofnbllruftg Gottea, p.112.) Professor Volek: "Das Befragen der Schrift
1st kelne so leichte Sache," particularly, of coune, the investigation of
"Scripture as a whole." (See Pieper, op. cit., p. 398.)
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troveny on the Lord's Supper Luther employed the proof-text
method and said: "The text stands there too mightily." (XV:2050.)
Zwingli scoffed at Luther for clinging t.o ''fuenf arme und e1ende
Worte," and the modems would have told him to look beyond the
proof text Into the Sch:ri#r,anze, but Luther answers: '-.rbey Ult
revealing what kind of spirit is in them and how much they think
of God's Word, ridiculing these precious words u five poor, mfaerable words; they do not believe that they are God's words. For ff
they believed that they are God's words, they would not call them
miserable, poor words, but would prize one tittle and letter more
highly than the whole world." (XX: 1040.) Rall tells us that
"Paul had not the faintest idea that centuries later theo10liam
would be building up their theories on this phrase or that sentence
in his letters" (Op. cit., p. 229), but Luther thought that that exactly
was Paul's idea: "It is impossible, absolutely Impossible, that
there is a single letter in Paul which the entire Church should
not follow and observe." (XIX: 20.) Surely, Luther was an
atomistic verbalist: "a single letter, yea, a single tittle, of Scripture counts for more than heaven and earth. (IX: 650.) Luther
was a humble Christian. He was not ashamed to be a catecbumen
of the apostles. We are not prophets, he says, but "what we can
do and will do, if we, too, are sanctified and have the Holy Spirit,
is to boast of being catechumens and pupils of the prophets, who
simply Tepeat and preach what we have heard and learned from
the prophets and apostles" (ill:1890), and learned it not from the
Schriftganze but from those poor, miserable words of the proof
texts: "Zum andem sollst du ... die muendliche Rede und buc1&,.
mzbi.tche Worte im Buch immer treiben und treibcn" (XIV:435),
stick to the words lettered in the Book. Oh, what an atomistic
verbalist! "O du demuetiger Luther!" wns Walther's comment on
this treatise of Luther. And Luther learned his theology from the
apostles. The proof-text method is genuinely apostolic. Paul
would base his argument on a single word! Gal. 3: 16! Christ
Himself used the proof-text method. ''It is written"! (Matl 4.)
"Have ye not read?" (Matt.19: 4.) Our Lord bases His argument
on one single word, John 10: 35, and when He adds, "The Scripture
cannot be broken," He condemns the Sc1~riftganze method, which
breaks one Scripture, one proof text, after the other.2111> And so
289) B. B. Warfield: "Whnt is the pnrtfcular thing in Scripture for
the confinnntion of which the indefectible authority of Scripture is
thus (John10:34f.) invoked? It is one of its most c:nsunl cla\111!1morc thnn that, the very form of its expression in one of its most casual
clnuses. This mcnns, of course, thnt in the Savior's view the inde!ectible
authority of Scripture attaches to the very form of expression of its
most casunl clauses. It belongs to Scripture through :ind through, down
to ita most minute paTticulaT1, thnt it is of indefcctible authority."
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we of tbe Mlaourl Synod and our brethren are 1olng to retain the
proof-text method. We ahall keep on aylng with Walther: "It is
written-damlt ist die Sache absemacht." (Walther Cffld the
G1'n:1&, p. 20.) And: "Wenn Paulus hler (2 Tim. S: 15) sast: 'die
helliaen Buchataben', and danmter 'alles Gesc:briebene' Im Alten
Testament zusammenfasst, so soll damit recht hervorsehoben
werden, clau jeder Tell, auch der 1erinpte Tell, jeder Buchstabe
ao lat, wle man von dieser Schrift aussast, heW1. Wir sollen 1Iauben: Jeder Buchstabe ist vom Heilisen Geist." (LehH und Wehn,
1911, p.154.) ''The Brief Statment of the Miuouri Svn,od. appeals
to certain proof texts," says the Luth. ChuT'Ch Quan., and we
thank the QuarteTlt1 for spreading that far and wide. Ladd ridlculea Calov for saying: ''It is impious and profane audacity to
change a alngle point in the Word of God and to substitute a
smooth breathing for a rough one, or a rough for a smooth" (op.
cit., P. 58); but Calov can appeal to Christ, as Walther in connection with the words just quoted appeals to Christ, who insists
on the authority of every jot and tittle (Matt. 5: 18). - If it should
happen that we misapply a proof text, we are srateful to him who
censures us for that. We do not want to be suilty of an "atomistic
use of Scripture" in the narrow sense. But when men censure us
for using the "old atomistic method of proof texts" and call us
"atomistic verbalists," we consider that high .praise.
3) The proposal to substitute the Schriftgan:e for the prooftext method is fraught with deadly peril. They offer us "Scripture
as a whole" and take away from us the whole Scripture. First
they told us that nothing is lost if only the Gospel truths in the
Bible are retained. Then they said, when we began to study
John 3:16: Take care-the 10orda of John 3:16 are not inspired;
you must not rely on the words, for that would be mechanical
lnspiraUon. And now they are telling us that it is futile to deal
with single texts nt all; that would be atomistic; John 3: 16 in
itself means nothing at all. There is nothing left of the Bible;
doctrinal issues can no longer be settled by means of proof texts,
as the Christian Century informed us; and when the troubled
Christian takes up one of his cherished golden passages to comfort
his soul, he is told that individual passages no longer count.
(Reuelaffon. a11cl I11apin, tion p. 86).-J.L. Neve: "It is frequently said
that the Bible is not first of all a book of proof texts {dicta probantia)
for statements of dogmatics, because it is preeminently a means of
grace. There is truth in this remark, of co\ll'lle; but because theology
deals with things pertaining to s:ilvation, a Church with a real appreciatJon of the Scriptures as a means of grace will always want U? have
her creed, her teaching, her dogmatics, in harmony with such Scripture.
Chrilt prouccl from Scripture; the New Testament writers did it; the
Church of all time has done iL The practice is inseparable from Lutheranism." {ChuTc11es ii11cl Sects of Claristendom, p. 200.)
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All Volek in effect said: You mun first ftnd out what mnninl tbll
passage gets from its relation to Scripture u a whole. "Du helat
aber," says Dr. A. L Graebner, "elnem die Bibel pm nehmm.
That i• taldng aU of the Bible from me. • . . When In my c1ylal
hour my senses weaken, the verse 'The blood of Jesus Christ, BIi
Son, cleanscth us from all sin' should be sufficient to atreqtben
and keep my faith. But now they tell me: No; only the mpnlc
whole can do that." (Pn>c. S'lf'&, Conf., 1886 p. 24.):mo,
No, no, say the modems; we have taken from you only the
individual texts but have given you the Bible u a whole. -But
we cannot use your Schriftganzea. We do not know what it IL
And you do not know it. You have never told us by what exact
rules you came by it. You have nowhere published a syllabus of il
The thing is too hazy £or a man to deal with it. It has less substance than a dream. We try to grasp its message, and it constantly dissolves. There is no certainty of doctrine and of faith
where this nebulous thing serves as basis. Says the Auatndm
Luthemn: ''The interpretation of Scripture operating with 'Scripture is one organic whole,' general scope of Scripture, entirety
of Scripture, 'das Schriftganze,' allied with the subjective faith of
the theologian ns a cojudge of doctrine, sets aside the aede1 doc:trinae, the clear Scripture passages which treat of the particular
doctrines, and deatToys all certainty of doctrine." (See Coxe.
TmoL. Mrnr.Y, X, p. 886.) Of course there is no certainty in the
new method. E. Grubb is frank to declare: ''The indiscriminate
use of Scripture as a single source of equal value, as a quarry &om
every part of which stones may be indifferently collected to build
up the temple of constructive dogmatics, will, it is hoped, soon
pass away never to return. The new view does not, it may be
urged, give the aame certainty a, the old." He continues with the
cynical observation: "But if the old is becoming incredible, what
then? May we not be meant to understand that the desire for
infallibility is itself unhealthy?" (Op. cit.• p. 240.) There is no
certainty about the Schriftgame because they have spun it out of
290) We read in Modern Rcligloua Llbmdtsm, by J.Horsch, p.30:
"The rcnl difficulty of our time, when we come to probe it, ls the dethronement of the Bible from its po.slUon of unquesUoned authority.
From the earliest period of Christianity, even in the writinp of the
earliest Fathers, the Sacred Scriptures were held to be the stanclard
and the test of Christian truth: nothing was to be taught as eaential
except what was contained in them or could be proved by them; and
up to the middle of the last century the Imposing fortress of the Book
remained pracUcally unquestioned and certainly unbreac:hed. A quotation fTOm a1111 part of it canied unque1tloncd 10etght, and clecillam
drawn from its dccretols were the settlement of all strife. - [Libffal]
Proteatanta have loat thciT Bible an
. d, in losing it, have lost their relilioDHow can they shelter in a building which ls demolished or which ls e\"f!I'
hidden by the scaffolding about it, necessary for perpetual repairs?"
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and because they are not yet through with this
operation. The Ang)lc,m Cornmlnlou bu told us that
alone does not furnish the standard of c!oc:trine but that
tbla lltandard ls being unfolded "in the experience of the Church,"
and R. J!'. Horton told WI that, when revelation bu reached lts
crowned completeness, it will serve u a criterion. ''Let the devil
wait for that," said Luther, ''I cannot wait so long." (Vlll: 100.)
There bi no certainty about th1s "Scripture u a whole." We
uk the modem theologian how he knows that his Sc'h.riftga.nze every theologian ls at liberty to construct his own - ls the right
one, and the only answer he can give ls that he feels it must be
the right one. We cannot follow a leader who forsakes the wellestablished rules and simply follows his "intuition." We cannot
follow a theological leader whose only guarantee for the truth of
bis teaching bi his own word. Luther hu warned us against these
dreamen: ''They speak such things only ln order to lead WI away
from Scripture and make themselves muters over us that we
ahould believe their drea.m HT'fflOM (Traumpredlgten)" (V:334.)
And they refuse to tell us just how to construct the Sc'h.riftga.nze
and just what it contains. "Boake Carter is writing a book in
which he will tell of a 'secret Bible.' 'Research now going on
bean out my contention that there are two Bibles,' Carter said.
'There bi the "revealed Bible," which ts being used today. Then
there bi a "secret Bible" which was written in code and carefully
hidden. It has remained secret until this day.' Carter said the
'secret Bible' contains divinely inspired rules for all human conduct. •.." (See The Luth.emn, Nov. 4, 194L) We are not going
to base our hope of salvation on Boake Carter's "secret Bible."
And we are not going to base our doctrine and faith on the mysterious Schriftga.nze.
Will you base your faith and hope of salvation on the conceit
of some theologian? Just that is what they are offering you
under the name of the SclLriftga.nze. Luther's words, addressed to
the Sch,aa.ermer of his day, fit the Sch,aa.enn.erei under discussion
exactly. "Grund und Ursache solches ihres Duenkels ist erstlich,
dass man dlese Worte 'Das ist mein Leib' [or any other proof text]
muesse aus den Augen tun und zuvor durch den Geist die Sachen
bedenken. . . . Dn hast du eine gewisse Regel, die dich besser
leitet in alle Wahrheit, denn der Heilige Geist selber tun kann,
naemllch, wo die Heilige Schrift deinen Duenke! irret oder hindert,
da tue sie aus den Augen und folge zuerst deinem Duenke! [conceit], so triffst du den rechten Weg gewiss allerdinge fein." (XX:
1022.) You may be sure that those who substitute "Scripture as
a whole" for the individual statements of Scripture are not pleased
with these individual statements, else they would not tell us to do
their own
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away with them. And you may be sure that what they are
offering us instead is not God's Word and revelation; else God
would Himself have set it down In His Book. (The modeml
surely are not going to tell us that they are receiving apecial
revelations from heaven!) And since it is not God's Word, lt II
their own word, their own product, the product of their c:oncelt.
Dr. Pieper: "The 'whole of Scripture' or the 'whole of the Chrlatlln
doctrine' which is constructed without considering the Individual
passages that treat of the doctrine is purely mafl.'s 01D1I product.•
(Op. cit., I, p. 244.) Pieper continues: ''This inconceivable concept- the whole of Scripture - as opposed to the individual statements is made use of to put Scripture out of action in the name
of Scripture." Again: "This pretended 'Scripture as a whole' is
made to serve as a check on the Individual statements for the
purpose of putting the quietus on Scripture itself. . . . He who
obtains the 'whole' in any other way than through the parts, is
fabricating his own Scripture; he is no longer a pupil but a critic
of the word of Scripture." (II, p.131.) The proposal to replace
the individual statements of Scripture with "the whole of Scripture"
is fraught with deadly peril. He who accepts the proposal is losinl
all of Scripture and getting in exchange fallible human opinions.
True, this mysterious "whole of Scripture" as handled by some
theologians leaves some Biblical doctrines intact But in that
case the "whole of Scripture" is guaranteed to give a greater
assurance of the truth of the doctrine. And so the Christians are
asked, in every case, to trust for their salvation in the vaporings
of some poor little human being. The Christians arc being solicited
to trade in all of their good Bible for a counterfeit "whole." :111n
291) A similar imposition is practiced when the Christians are told
to apply the spurious '"analogy of faith" to individual passages or Scripture in order to get their "re:al" sense, a scnse different from the literal
sense. Recall the statement of Dr. E. E. Flack: "No fundamental doctrine
rests on a single isolated passnge. . . . It requires the analogy of Scripture, the whole Scripture, . . . to establish the truth 111 It Is In Christ
Jesus." The classical statement on this point is: "The Christian doctrines form for the believer, especially for the theologian, a recognizable,
harmonious whole or system, which Is constructed out of the perfectly
clear pnunges of Holy Writ. This organic whole Is the highest norm
for the interpretation of Scripture, more important than parallelism, the
comparison of the various passages which treat of n certain doctrine;
In other words, it forms the analogy of fnlth." A full discussion or this
analogy-of-faith canon is found in Lel&-re und Wehre, 1904, p.406ff. The
same matter is treated in the article "Schriftauslegung und AnalQJie
des Glaubens," Lehre uml We1're, 1907, p. llff. It will be noticed that
this "annlogy of faith" is practically the same 111 the Schrlftga,ue, and
instead of "a aimllar imposition" we might have used the tenn "the
same Imposition." It has the same diautrous effect: it cancels any 9ear
paaagc of Scripture which is declared to be out of harmony with the
"harmonious whole" which the theologian has constructed. 'l'bere ls an
"analogy of faith." Luther and the fathers "understand by analoCY of
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We lhall not do it. We do not want the counterfeit "whole"
because we have the real whole of Scripture. There 18 nothing
atomlatlc about our treatment of Scripture. To us It 18 an unbreabble, lndlvlalble whole. "Not only are the various writings,
when c:onaidered separately, worthy of God, but they together
exhibit one complete and harmonious whole, unimpaired by excess

faith the cJear Scripture passages that need no explanation but shine
In their own light. These paaagea together are the 'analogy' or the
'rule of faith.' See Apology, Trigl., 441, 60." (Pieper, I, p.437.) ''These
clear ~ are the nde, according to which every faithful teacher
must explain dark paaogea as far as this la poalble." (Loe. c:te.) Operat~., however, with the apurloua "analogy of faith," theologians claim the
ngnt to divest a c:le11T passage of Its clear meaning In order to bring it
Into harmony with some other paaage. That la not perrnlalble. ChrlaUan theology does not engage in the bualneu of harmonizing. Any
teaching, clearly revealed, must stand, even thowdi it seem out of
~ with another teaching, also clearly revealed:" The harmonizers,
however, feel juatlfied to change any clear teaching, the meaning of an_y
clmr passage, In order to establish "a harmonious whole," to save their
spurious "analogy of faith." To illustrate. At the time of the controversy on Conversion and Election theao statements were made: ''Thia
unlvenal comfort of the Gospel can only be preserved if the few texts
of Holy Writ, in part not eully understood, which treat of the selection
of a few persona, who will unfallibly be saved, are flO& interpreted tn aueh
a toai, tJiat the many clear texts of the universal grace of God towards
all men are darkened or suppresacd, but lf, on the contrary, the few
dark JJ111111ge1 are interpreted b_y means of the mony clear passages."
(Our italics.) Again: "The author [of a certain book] says it la vain
and foolish to deny election because we cannot harmonize it with the
l e a ~ that God loves all men. Our reply la this: If a doctrine mnno&
be h11rmcmt=ecl with .John3:16, it must be contrmy to the Word of God
and should therefore be dropped." There are many clear paaages
which teach porticulor election, the election of grace. But in order to
honnonlze them with other cloor passages whlc:li teach universal grace,
the analogy-of-faith theologians simply stamp the first group of passages "dark passages" ond c:hongo their meaning. Walther certainly
was right in saying: "To correct one doctrine of Scripture by another
because reason insists thot this passogo la obscure and Involves a contradiction, to correct it, yes, delete it entirely, on the plea that dark passages must receive their interpretation through the clear passages dieses bt eln entsetzlicher Frevel." (See LehTe und Wehn, 1891, p. 68.)
Luther: ''To interpret cle11r 1111d c:c:rl4bt. passages by menna of other passages ls making sport of the truth and hiding the light behind clouds.
Dci you say that all passages must be Interpreted by means of other
paaoges? Thot would be turning Scripture into an endless, rude chaos."
(XX:327.) Dr. Picper's charocterization of the apurioua "analogy c,f
faith: "Unter 'dem Gnnzen der Schrift' versteht man nicht die Schrlft
1elb1t, sondem die men,chlich gereimte Schrift, die Schrift, insofem ale
von Menschen, insonderheit von den klugen Theologen, so .zuTechtgesch•ltten 1st, dass sie mlt den meMC:hlic:hen Gedanken von dem Zusammenhang der einzelnen Lchren sich reimt, ein dem Menschen •erlcennbllre,' harrnonisches Ganz.es bildet. Dos 'Ganze der Schrift,' du
cllese Leute 1m Slnne haben, lat ein men,chllche, M11ch10erk. Und wenn
sle nun nach dlesem 11mm, 'Gnnzen' die Schrlft
auslegen,
so moegen ale
noch so oft veralchern, class sie Schrift dun:h. Sc:hrift erklaeren: tatwandeln sic genau in den Wegen der Paplsten, Schwaermer
saechllch
und Rationalisten; lie legen die Schrift fl4Ch thTen ei11enen Gedanken
ua.
Ihre 'Analogie des Glaubens' lat die Analogie de, meruchHc:hen
lch.n (LehTe und lVehre, 1907, p.13.)
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or defect." (Bengel) One whole, written by one Author,,,.,_,
word God'• word. Aak Dr. C. C. Hein what the whale of Scripture meam, and he amwers: "To the Lutheran Church tbe Bible
u a whole u well u in all Its parts la the pure tafalllble Word al
God. • . • May Lutheranlam preaerve to the Chrlatian world lta
own precioua Reformation heritage: the Word of God, tbe whale
Word of God and nothing but the Word of God." (TM Secorul
Luth. World Convention, p. 74f.) A11k Luther and he aanven:
''The entire Holy Scripturea are ucribed to the Holy Ghost." (m:
1889.) And the Holy Ghost in Scripture aaures ua: From Gen.1:1
to Rev. 22: 21 it is My Book, every word My word. We do not
treat the Bible atomlatically. We do not make of it a chaotic
medley, parts contributed by the Holy Spirit, parts by tb1I and
that fallible human writer. We leave that to the modern& Rudelbach tella them to reserve the term "atomlatic" for themselves:
"Auf Semler fussen wesentlich alle diejenigen unter den Neueren,
die die lmpiration der Schrift ala eine teilbare Groease behmdela,
nur dau ale, als Bemerkungs-Rhapsoden, noch atomlstllcher
Bind." (Zeitachr. f. d. Gemmte Luth. Theol. u. Kirche, 18'2,
zweitea Quartalh., p.10.) Not we but they tear Holy Sc:rlpture
piecemeal. We treat ia as a unity-and we treat it u aa orpnlc
unity, one organic, harmonioua whole. "Scripture," aaya Luther,
and aay we, "forms a harmonioua whole and all examples ad
hiatoriea, yea, the entire Scripture in all tta parts, aims at th1I,
that one ahould Ieam Christ." (ID: 18.) We know that every
book, every chapter, every verse, is integrated in thta wonderful
organlam. We may not, in many casea, see the relation. We poor
ainners know only in part. But we know that not a lliagle member of this organism ia useless or harmful. The poor, superclllous
Schri#ganze-theologians imagine that they know better than the
Holy Ghost how to construct a harmonious whole, lay their unholy handa upon the sacred Book, and tum it over to the Church
u a diafigured, mangled body. Blessed is he who receives Scripture u God gave it, and retains every verse and every statement
in ita literal sense. ''We muat have the whole Christ of the whole
Bible if we want to have a whole salvation." (L. Keyser.) Aa you
value your spiritual health, let Scripture stand u it is, with every
part of it working towards that one end- the soul's salvatloa.
''Darum heisst's: ruad und rein, ganz und alles geglaubt oder
nichts geglaubt. Der Heilige Geist Iaeast sich nicht trennea noch
teilen, dau er ein Stueck aollte wahrhnftig uad das andere £alsch
Iehren oder glauben lassen." (Luther, XX::178L)
'I'a Emm.m;a
(To be c:o11ti11ued)
Corrfcendam: In the July number, page 503, twentieth line from top,
read "dymmical" for "dictation."
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